OUR CHALLENGE
As a not-for-profit, our existence is based solely on
the fee collected for each mission and on private
donations. Additional funds are also needed to
help send students to the CLC considering the
significant budget challenges our local schools are
facing. Our goal is to ensure that every student
has the opportunity to benefit from the mission
experience. For this to become a reality, we
need the financial support of our surrounding
communities.

Annual Fund
Gifts to the Annual Fund provide the CLC with
a flexible source of funds towards financial
aid for mission experiences, enhancement of
program content and operational funds. Every
dollar donated to the Annual Fund supports the
educational initiatives of the CLC. Gifts can be
made directly to the CLC or can be given to one
of the regional foundations where non-endowed
funds have been established. Donors have the
option to allocate their gifts toward general
needs or they can designate their gift to mission
experiences for a particular class, school or
school district.

much of our daily lives has been made better
“ Soas the
result of NASA research. I’m hoping to

Dresser-Rand

help inspire the next generation to be excited
about science and to continue to do that
work. The Challenger Learning Center certainly
provides that excitement.”

Regina Tkacik
Oswayo Valley School
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job at the Challenger Learning Center was
“ My
navigation. I calculated angles until I found just
the right path in order for the probe to intercept
the comet. I enjoyed the Challenger Learning
Center because it made me feel like I was
actually working on a real mission in space.”
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experienced anything like this before.
“ IItnever
was a blast.”

Taylor

Grade 5
Andover Central
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Endowment
Endowed funds are often established as a way
to honor or memorialize a relative or friend.
These funds are invested, with earnings directed
toward programmatic support, in keeping with
the donor’s wishes.
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The Challenger Learning Center of the Twin Tier
Region, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit that
needs your support. Inspiring our children to
excel in STEM is critical, not only to the future
of our community, but also to the future of our
country as a whole. Your financial contribution
today will help our children realize their dreams.
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING & MATH (STEM)
A MISSION TO SPACE
The Challenger Learning Center (CLC) of the Twin
Tier Region, Inc. aims to stimulate a student’s
interest in STEM through a simulated space mission
experience. These missions show children that
STEM can be fun, inspiring them to learn more. The
program also reinforces the value of teamwork and
teaches communication skills students can parlay
into their schoolwork and their everyday lives.
Teachers attend a pre-mission training workshop where materials aligned with
New York and Pennsylvania learning standards are provided to prepare students
for their Challenger mission. Once the teacher completes the pre-mission
preparation with the students, everyone travels to the high-tech CLC where the
hands-on simulated space mission begins.

Imagine how
amazing it
would be for e
very student to
experience a m
ission in space
!

Mission Commanders brief the students on their upcoming mission and they
are assigned to either Mission Control or the Space Station. Halfway through
their mission, students switch roles so everyone experiences both parts of the
simulated space mission scenario. Throughout the mission, communication skills
are emphasized. Back in the classroom, students complete a series of tasks and
data analyses, which reinforce the STEM skills learned through the mission.

The result is a fun, hands-on learning experience that teaches students how to apply
STEM skills in an exciting way that they’ll never forget.

Since our opening in June 2009, more than 4,000 students have participated in
our programs and participation continues to grow as students become inspired by the
CLC experience. The CLC markets to 11 New York state counties and six Pennsylvania
counties, which include 109 public schools and numerous private schools.

The CLC is affiliated with
the national CCSSE, based in
Alexandria, VA. Learn more about
the CCSSE at www.challenger.org.

